Geographic tongue
covers the upper part of the tongue (see Fig. 1a ). Taste buds are located on three of the four papillae. The condition of geographic tongue (also known as benign migratory glossitis) is associated with the loss of the fourth papilla, called filiform papilla. Filiform papillae (FP) are mainly distributed in the anterior two-thirds (oral part) of the tongue and do not contain taste buds. While the actual cause of GT is yet unknown, possible related conditions include asthma 5 , psychological stress 4 and eczema 5 . Figure 1b depicts a typical scene observed as the ulcer-like regions depleted of FP expand on the upper part (dorsum) of the tongue. The expansion of these lesions throughout the tongue and subsequent healing typically lasts several days, although considerably longer periods have been reported 6 . The border between the unaffected part and the inflamed regions may appear as an elevated whitish rim (see Fig. 1c ).
Note the gradual change of color within the lesion, from red (or dark pink) adjacent to the rim to bright pink away from the borderline. Apart from the expanding oblate pattern (Fig.1b) typically observed in patients with GT, other patterns, such as spirals (see Fig.1d ) are also observed. In a similar manner to other excitable media, GT dynamics evolves between three main states: a rest state (healed epithelium), an excited state (highly inflamed epithelium) and a recovering state (healing epithelium). A local region initially at rest will be excited depending on the overall state of excitability in its vicinity. Once excited, the affected region enters a relatively long recovery state in which its threshold of excitability is higher than its value in the rest state. The resultant characteristic features of excitable media are their sensitivity to small perturbations and their ability to sustain the propagation of solitary as well as periodic waves. From a theoretical point of view, the dynamics pertaining to excitable media can be modeled through the Oregonator model 17, 18, 21 , first proposed for the BelousovZhabotinski (BZ) reaction: It has already been noted that the propagation of an inflamed region on the dorsum of the tongue is typically anisotropic 7 . This can be easily observed by examining Fig. 1b where the patterns are oblate (with the long axis approximately parallel to the tongue symmetry axis) rather than circular, as well as in Fig. 1d in which the large circular arc (i.e., the rim between the recovering region and the unaffected region) is stretched along the same axis. This anisotropy might be related to the fact that the thin stratum immediately below the tongue surface is made of longitudinal muscles 22 (the superior longitudinal intrinsic muscle) oriented parallel to the tongue axis. A similar situation occurs in cardiac dynamics, where due to anisotropy in the epicardial muscle wave propagation is anisotropic 11 .
Apart from its unique composition the tongue is also exposed to external conditions, Fig. 1d , spiral patterns in GT tend to evolve in the slowly recovering regions, with no apparent fully recovered FP in their vicinity. Note that as in the case of a closed rim marking the border of an expanding oblate lesion (e.g., Fig. 1b) , the wake of the propagating front within the recovering region is marked by an inflamed (reddish) epithelium (Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d) . A similar situation was observed in an investigation of spiral wave propagation in an isolated chicken retina 26 . In other cases, however, such as the heart muscle and BZ reaction, the evolution of a spiral wave typically involves the whole spectrum of states (except possibly at the spiral core 11, 27 ). Spiral wave propagation in recovering regions can occur providing that three conditions are met. The first condition is that a broken excitation front (i.
e., open-ended front) is present in the recovering region, the second is that the excitability threshold for recovering states is relatively low and the third condition is that the recovery time is larger than the spiral rotation period. With respect to the first condition, it should be noted that the mechanism of spiral formation from a broken front propagating into an unaffected region is well documented 18, 21 . The broken front can occur due to local inhomogeneity caused either by external intervention 26 or by non-uniform medium properties 23 . In the case of GT, broken fronts observed within the recovering region might be the cause of the merging process of two expanding oblate lesions, in which the whitish rim does not fully disintegrate. hinders the open-ended tip from curling into newly affected regions, forcing it to migrate towards regions with lower excitability threshold, where it can evolve into a spiral (lower row of Fig. 4) . Note also the relatively large distance between spiral turnings in the latter case (t=35τ).
A comparison between the long time dynamics pertaining to oblate pattern propagation and spiral propagation, as depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively, sheds light on the question of the severity of the GT condition. While the propagation of oblate patterns results in the whole tongue being gradually affected and subsequently healed, the propagation of spiral patterns involves a continuous, selfsustaining excitation of recovering regions, implying a more acute condition. It is interesting to note that spirals play a negative role also in the heart muscle, where their occurrence is associated with cardiac arrhythmias 11, 12 . It is hoped that this insight, gained from a dynamical systems approach to GT dynamics, might assist physicians in the assessment of the severity of GT condition.
Methods
The CA used in our investigation is based on a previously published model 23 . In the original CA, the authors used an intermediate state in order to obtain diffusion transport through averaging. The authors did not use averaging for specific cases in which a cell was in one of three states: S = 0, S = 1 and S = n+1, in order to avoid numerical instabilities in the vicinity of the advancing front. As in our simulations there is special emphasis on front propagation in recovering regions, we generalized the above exception in the following manner. Averaging was excluded for cells in the vicinity of the front, for which the standard deviation calculated in their neighborhood exceeded a given value. This ensured that numerical instabilities in the location of the expanding front were avoided regardless of whether the propagation was in fully recovered or partially recovered regions.
